


Working Experience 
at Hilding Anders

Why a new Brand?

My Tasks

The Problems

My role was to own, 
develop and improve 
the digital products of 
a new brand.

The new brand already had over six months to 
develop a few projects, and I was responsible for 
taking it over from the external agencies and 
further developing in-house. These projects were:

Hilding Anders Group has a brand portfolio of 20+ brands. The 
goal of creating ColourSleep was to target a different 

audience. Younger french and german families with medium 
to high budget, not conservative, looking for a lifestyle.

·° How to differentiate from competitors and conservative sleep brands 
�° Develop physical products that convey the brand values 
° Communicate reliability to a new brand and product 
�° High ticket product, less impulsive and more rational;

·° Managing Teams of Developers and Designers 
�° Plan and Run user labs to validate hypothesis 
° Customer Journey 
�° Improve Visuals and Create UI Components 
Ý° Improve UX and User Flows;
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ab 339.00€

S E E  P R O D U C T S

WELCOME TO THE 
NEW WAVE 
TECHNOLOGY
With our new Innovative wave technology 

you will sleep like never before

FREE RETURNSFREE SHIPPING

10-YEAR WARRANTY365 NIGHTS TRIAL 

Home SHOPPING BAG About Us Contact Sleep Quiz

User Research

Understand user needs

Mobile App

For a High-End Smart Bed

E-Commerce

Platform Developed on Big Commerce



Customer Journey

Together we the team, we worked on the first version of the persona 
and customer journey. The goal is to map the best way we could the 

touchpoints and the responsible for reach area. Understand where we 
can have a more substantial impact and less control.
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Engagement


Active Customer


Dropoff

Suburbans of a regional city 


Lives in a modest 2 bedroom home


Female, 32 years old, Married with a pet


University Degree


Slightly higher than average and comfotable 

with online shopping.

Location:


Property: 


Family:


Education:


Income:

Engagement Active Customer

Customer Needs

ColourSleep goals

Moments of delight

Moments of 
disappointment

To be known as the 
definitive sleep 
company

 ️I love the ads


They seems to be high 
quality products and 
amazing warranty

I know now what I need 
and they have exactly 
the product for me

 Warranty better than 
competitors!

 Great! I can one 
click pay with Apple 
Pay!

 The box looks 
amazing! Never had 
such unbox experience 
with a mattress!

 Strong brand identity

Other brands are 
offering better benefits

I cannot select a 
product, not sure which 
one is the best fitting for 
me

 ️This brand is really 
outstanding


 ️Their ads are not fun


 Their products don’t 
look safe


 I don’t think they sell 
the products I need

I need to buy a new 
mattress, mine is too 
old and my back is 
hurting.

Get to know about this 
brand, understand if it’s 
trustworthy. Check the 
products, price differences 
and find best fitting product

I hope it is fast delivery 
and the products are 
good

To ColourSleep be selected 
by the customer when 
needs come

Offer BOLD brand, 
reliable and eco-friendly 
products
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Trigger Consideration Evaluation

I keep receiving 
suggestions of products 
I am not interested in

I don’t trust this 
website, I can’t finish 
the checkout.

Oh! I didn’t know I 
could also buy an alarm 
lamp!

Trustful and easy 
checkout. I won’t have 
any issues on putting 
my payment methods in 
there.

It got late! Now I’m 
struggling without a 
mattress

Ah, it’s clean when the 
mattress is arriving!

Easy and fun to fillup 
the sleep quiz!

I understand the status 
of my sleep quality

Good delivery dates

 Amazing night sleep, 
the mattress feels 
great!

I want to find the best fitting 
product to have a great 
sleep

I want to make sure I have 
all the needed accessories 
for my sleep

I want to have a quick and 
safe checkout experience, 
paying with my preferable 
payment method

I want reassurance while 
I’m waiting for my order

I want to receive my 
products in time, unpack 
and use on the best way

I want to have a great night 
experience compared with 
my old mattress

Offer a clear selection of 
products that users can 
identify the best fitting

Offer products and services 
to improve sleep quality

Provide a simple and 
trustworthy experience for 
order and payment

To provide clarity and 
confidence of their order 
delivery

Present clear instructions of 
how to unbox and which 
side to select and deliver the 
products in time

Associate great experience 
with Colour Sleep, build 
trust and strong conections 
exceeding expectations

Selecting Product Upsell Checkout Wait... Receive & Unbox First Night Experience

Purchase Decision + Experience 

I had great experiences 
with previous sleep 
routines and 
suggestions from color 
sleep. A further hint of 
products will definitely 
improve my sleep! I received an amazing 

discount for a product 
that I thought about 
buying.

I'm not using 
ColourSleep again due 
to a poor experience

I have the feeling that 
they are offering 
products that are not 
related to my issues/
answers of the sleep 
routine.

I want to understand how 
my sleep quality is rated

I want improve my sleep with 
easy steps to follow

I want understand how my 
sleep quality is improving

I want to further improve my 
sleep quality with additional 
products

Allow users to understand 
their sleep quality

Offer a better sleep as a 
service and be part of the 
customer’s life on a daily 
basis.

Share the progress after 
following the sleep routines

Upsell new products that will 
increase sleep quality to 
customers.

Loyalty (Reasses Sleep 
Quality)

Take Sleep Quiz Follow Sleep RoutinesReasses Sleep QualityConsider New Products

I want to explore the 
products that can improve 
my sleep quality

Associate great 
experience with Colour 
Sleep, build trust and 
strong conections 
exceeding expectations

Dropoff

Out of Market

Word of mouth 

Ads 

PR 

Social Media 

App Stores 

Website


Email 

In-App Promotions 

User Research 

Events 

Customer Service 

Packaging

Touchpoints

Delivery dates are not 
as good as competitors Cannot properly unpack 

my mattress. 

Mattress is too hard or 
too soft, coulnd’t sleep 
properly

Quite demanding and 
annoying to complete 
the sleep quiz, not sure 
what to expect as 
results.

Mattress doesn’t look 
as good as expected

Great useful sleep tips! 
I can clearly see my 
sleep improvements.

I want to see how I am 
improving according to 
the sleep quiz and if 
there is anything else to 
improve.

The sleep quiz is not 
taking into 
consideration my 
previous answers.

Sleep routines are 
repeated, doesn’t look 
customized.

Hard to follow sleep 
routines, I can’t 
remember and don’t 
like the suggestions.



The (overall business) Outcome

39 Use color and fun approach on sleep topics*
$9 Understand how this way impacts the customers over user labs*
&9 Offer extreme good conditions to return, warranty and discounts*
�9 Adding more value by creating lifestyle Sleep Quiz and new touchpoints*
,9 Lifestyle / Funcional app to control high-end mattress/sleep night*
�9 Get the products tested and verified by influencers and companies like 

Stiftung Warentest for reliability;

User Research Findings

We had numerous rounds of User Research, and they will 
mostly follow the same structure of a maximum of 9 

participants, 45 minutes sessions, and a script to go through.

The following cards show an example of findings and 
communicated to the whole team.

The script was built together with the team to cover the 
essential areas of the products. The questionary would vary 

according to the progress of the project.

The number of findings is 
numerous. We place them in a 
importance effort matrix and take 
the low-hanging fruits first.

How to handle all 
this information?

User Insight

IS IT POSSIBLE TO 
FLIP THE MATTRESS?

3 out of 7 participants

RECOGNIZED TRUST 
PILOT BADGE

CHANGED MIND TO 
PRO SENSE AFTER 
CHECKING THE NEW 
COMPARISON TABLE

excited about 
SLEEPING AND WAKE 
UP TIME. 

WERE CURIOUS 
ABOUT THE BED 
auto-adjustment  
overnight

5 out of 7 participants

7 out of 7 participants5 out of 7 participants

3 out of 7 participants

Recommendations:�
�� Improve/Add communication 

about the height of the mattress�
~� Understand how th height 

impact their perspective on 
quality;

Recommendations:�
�� Explain in detail how the returns 

work and that the customer 
doesn’t have any work. It’s a 
pick-up service.

Recommendations:�
�� Experiment different types of 

creatives�
~� Test animals; 

Recommendations:�
�� Offer detailed information about 

the foam types and benefitsRecommendations:�
�� Offer detailed information about 

the foam types and benefits

Reference:

Recommendations:�
�� Add more areas with the Trust 
Pilot badge and reviews;

Recommendations:�
�� Explore focusing on PRO SENSE 

and reduce users confusion 
while selecting a product;

Reference:

Recommendations:�
�� Add section about the 

possibility to flip the mattresses 
and the benefits of it�

~� Talk about the 2 firmness;

User Insight

User Insight

Mobile App

Mobile App

E-Commerce

E-Commerce

E-Commerce

E-Commerce

WERE CURIOUS 
ABOUT THE HEIGHT 
OF THE MATTRESS

WERE SKEPTICAL 
ABOUT RETURNS

GUY WITH MOUNTH 
OPEN IS DISTURBING

GOT CONFUSED 
ABOUT OLMOSSOF 
FOAM

5 out of 7 participants

5 out of 7 participants

4 out of 7 participants

4 out of 7 participants

impa
ct

priorities

effor
t



The Final Product(s)

Home SHOPPING BAG About Us Contact Sleep Quiz

FREE RETURNSFREE SHIPPING

10-YEAR WARRANTY100 NIGHT TRIAL 

Wave for 
More Comfort
Scandinavian innovation 
for better night sleep.

ab 339.00€

S E E  P R O D U C T S

“
It’s true, the original is a great value for the 

price. The cooling technology keeps me 
comfortable all night.”

Joan P. wrote a public review on 

Easy Spring / Foam
Our most affordable mattress

WaveTech gives greater comfort


Reversible mattress for adjustable firmness


5 WaveTech layers gives greater comfort


Exceptional support with Olmosoff foam


23cm of sleep comfort with most waves

✓


✓


✗ 


✗ 


✗ 

SELECT

WaveTech gives greater comfort


Reversible mattress for adjustable firmness


5 WaveTech layers gives greater comfort


Exceptional support with Olmosoff foam


23cm of sleep comfort with most waves

✓


✓


✓

✗ 


✗ 

Pro Breeze

SELECT

Improved breathability

Pro Sense

SELECT

Our best mattress

FAVORITE

WaveTech gives greater comfort


Reversible mattress for adjustable firmness


5 WaveTech layers gives greater comfort


Exceptional support with Olmosoff foam


23cm of sleep comfort with most waves

✓


✓


✓ 


✓ 


✓ 

15% OFFFrom: 397.00€From:From:

We call it Rocco Science: Rocco Cristofaro 

on ColourSleep Wave Technology

Inside our Sleep Lab

The soft side and wave 

texture are amazing!

DANIEL

Great quality and price!

LYDIA

The soft side and wave 

texture are amazing!

MARTA

Great to clean! I have no 

issues having the twins in 

bed.

LUMA

“

Already tested 
and approved

Before I purchased the Pro Breeze mattress, I was waking up every 

morning with a sore back. Now that I've had it for over two weeks, I 

have not woken up in the morning with lower back pain.

No other Scandinavian brand offers top to bottom Modular 

layers for provably better comfort

Waved Layers for Comfort

Easy Hybrid PRO Sense PRO Breeze

Firm Core

A core layer of comfort 

foam and pocket spring 

core for maximum stability

Washable Cover

Mattress cover is machine 

washable up to 60C

Support Layer

Hi-tech Olmosoff foam 

provides extraordinary 

support for every body type or 

sleeping position

decoy
 effect 

from
 Dan Ariely

a bit too technical, we 

learned in future user labs 

that it was almost causing 

more damage than helping.

building credibility as much as 

we could as a new brand (for 

some time, our second most 

visited page was About)



Manual

Service

Dynamic

Bedtime Wake-Up

12:30 AM 8:30AM

SOPHIE

Bedtime
The smart configuration will let the 
bed soft to help you fall sleep.

12

39

6

Creative
At vero eos et accusam et justo duo 
dolores et ea rebum.

Adjust firmness and feet temperature for 
fine tunning.

Wakeup
The smart configuration will let the bed 
soft to help you fall sleep.

CUSTOMIZE SLEEP

S L E E P  N O W

Your feet are going to be warm over the first 15 
min in bed, helping you to fall asleep.

After years of testing different materials and properties, our 

SleepLab’s Waves brings some  surprising benefits

Since our wave layers don’t use glue 

(hello competitors), airflow and climate 

regulation is naturally improved

Vegan, 100% recyclable and 

eco-designed with no glue also means 

a reduced carbon footprint

Waves introduce added negative 

space, allowing for superior support 

across positions and body types

How the Waves Behave

Breathability SustainabilityErgonomics

1 2 3

SEE OUR PRODUCTS

© ColourSleep 2020 info@hildingsweden.com

Unsere Produkte

Datenschutz & Cookies-Richtlinie

10 Jahre Garantie

Versand & Rückgabe

Kontaktiere uns

Versand & Garantie

Impressum

Genießen Sie unsere Produkte mit kostenlosem Versand und 

Rücksendungen. Sie werden auch 100 Nacht Probe haben, um mehr als 

genug Zeit zu haben, ohne Verpflichtung zu versuchen. Unsere Marke 

gewährt 10 Jahre Garantie.

*Hilding Anders Copenhagen SA beauftragt die Springs & Foam GmbH mit 

dem Vertrieb von Produkten und Dienstleistungen der Marke ColourSleep. 

Hilding Anders Copenhagen SA ist Teil der Hilding Anders International 

Group, die seit über 80 Jahren Matratzen herstellt und verkauft.

AGB

Sleep Quiz

great loop video to 

show the technology 

behind it

bringing all the usps 
of each product high 
up was one of the 

best decisions, not 
the most elegant 

solution, but solving 
many issues at once

once getting 

certificates, placing 

them to get credibility

fail banner, no users 

were even noticing it

on the smart mode, 

the mattress has 

different states over 

the sleeping time.

Of course, it doesn’t consist of a home page. There 
was a lot of work and knowledge put together to build 
all the breakpoints, mobile versions, and other landing 

and product pages.



But I will keep it simple and share a few more 
screenshots from the Product Page and the App.

and the app...
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Service

Smart

Bedtime Wake-Up

12:30 AM 8:30AM

SOPHIE

Bedtime
The smart configuration will let the 
bed soft to help you fall sleep.

12

39

6

Creative

CUSTOMIZE SLEEP

S L E E P  N O W

Home SHOPPING BAG About Us Contact Sleep Quiz

Wohltuender Schlaf

100 NIGHT TRIAL 10-YEAR WARRANTY FREE SHIPPING FREE RETURNS

I N  D E N  WA R E N KO R B

GröSße

120 x 200cm - 339,00 €

Verfügbar

HOME MATTRESSES PRO SENSE

(58)

PRO SENSE
Unsere besonders stützende Matratze 397.00€

Kostenloser Versand in 2-3 Werktagen

Shoppe jetzt und bezahle später mit

WaveTech™ Design +

(58)

PRO SENSE
Unsere besonders stützende Matratze 397.00€

Wohltuender Schlaf

Premium Komfort durch 5 WaveTech™ Schichten


Extra Druckentlastung dank Duo-Zonierung


Anschmiegsames Gefühl durch Olmossof™ Schicht


Duo-Matratze mit zwei Härtegraden (H2/H3)


Optimale Körperunterstützung durch 5 Liegezonen


Leicht zu recyclen durch ungeklebte Schichten


Höchster Liegekomfort von 23 cm Höhe

365 Nächte 

probeschlafen

10 JAHRE 

GARANTIE

KOSTENLOSE 

LIEFERUNG

Save 10% on pillow, bedding + 
cushions bundles. See Details

I n  de n  Ware nkorb



there’s a lot more 

content about this 

project, but better to 

discuss it over a call.

Takeaways
It was a great experience working with such an energetic team to 

deliver so much in a tight schedule. Being structured on early 
phases and following the process could have been better earlier.



The trust in user research and user lab was great for the whole 
team. Learning more about the industry and also about our 

consumers.


